Collaboration Success Program

A Phased-In Approach

The Collaboration Success Program (CSP) consists of two primary phases as illustrated in this graphic:

### Discovery Phase

- Join the CSP Slack channels to collaborate with and get advice from program staff, other participants, alumni, software developers, and community implementers
- Attend a half-day virtual kickoff meeting to share your organization’s goals and meet the experts
- Access project planning templates and self-paced, introductory IAM content from BaseCAMP
- Leverage an expansive training experience, including eight workshop registrations good for any InCommon Academy training classes and component overviews with question-and-answer opportunities
- Join exclusive bi-weekly CSP labs. Sample topics include a DevOps overview, container deployment and operational strategies, and demonstrations of InCommon solutions from our program alumni

You’ll leave the Discovery Phase with a better idea of next steps, how others are using the InCommon Trusted Access Platform, and in-depth knowledge of your chosen software components.

### Prototype and Plan Phase

**During the Prototype and Plan Phase, you will:**

- Join exclusive bi-weekly CSP labs. Sample topics include a DevOps overview, container deployment and operational strategies, and demonstrations of InCommon solutions from our program alumni
### Collaboration Success Program

- Attend a virtual workshop to review your discovery process and prototype your ideas
- Continue to learn about the InCommon Trusted Access Platform components
  - Prototype your plan for the Trusted Access Platform components through a sandbox model (and build your own!)
  - Use the balance of your eight training credits
- Attend regularly scheduled open office hours with developers and InCommon faculty for each of the software components
- Access dedicated Slack channels with developers and experts to answer your questions
- Work with program staff to make connections with other organizations engaged in projects like yours

---

Ready to start implementing? Go for it!